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Price cut

17
Ground bison
1 pound

11.99

9.99

20Heirloom tomatoes
1 pound

4.99

3.99

23
Pacific cod fillet
1 pound

12.99

9.99

Source: Whole Foods

New price

Old price

8.29

6.49

50%Organic redmango
1 each

$3.99

1.99

22
Applegate Farms
organic sliced
Genoa salami
4 ounces

Assailant Pleads Guilty to Lesser Charge in Death of Kim’s Kin
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IN COURT: Doan Thi Huong, accused of assassinating the half brother of North Korean leader Kim Jong Un, pleaded guilty in a Malaysian
court to a reduced charge of causing hurt with a dangerous weapon, making her the only person to be sentenced in the case. A7

April First Is
No Laughing

Matter
i i i

Corporate pranks
can easily backfire;
the Microsoft ban

BY PATIENCE HAGGIN
AND DAVID MARCELIS

On April 1, 2018, Tesla Inc.’s
founder and CEO Elon Musk
tweeted a series of jokes. The
funniest one? Tesla had gone
bankrupt after failing to raise
money. “So bankrupt, you
can’t believe it,” he wrote. So
funny the company’s stock fell
about 5%.
This year, Mr. Musk played

it safe and avoided market-
moving jokes. Instead, he
dropped a rap song. Tesla
didn’t respond to a request for
comment.
The old Vaseline-on-the-

doorknob trick is great when
you want to prank your sister.

PleaseturntopageA10

Manufacturing activity in
the world’s two largest econo-
mies perked up in March, an
antidote to financial-market
fears of a coming global reces-
sion, though pockets of weak-
ness remain and the outlook is
uncertain.
Gauges of the U.S. and Chi-

nese factory sectors stabilized
last month from earlier slow-
downs, sparking a rally in U.S.
stocks after investors had
braced for weaker readings. In-
vestors, in turn, sold off super-
safe government bonds, sending
yields on long-term Treasury
bonds above short-term interest
rates Monday. That reversed a
so-called inverted yield curve
that had developed in late
March in which short-term
rates are higher than long rates,
a precursor to economic down-
turns in the past.
The U.S. Institute for Supply

Management said its monthly
index of manufacturing activity
rose to 55.3 in March from 54.2
the previous month, with new
orders particularly buoyant,
boding well for U.S. factory
output in the coming months.
The index is based on whether
manufacturing supply manag-
ers see activity at their compa-
nies expanding or contracting,
with numbers above 50 indicat-
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BY PAUL KIERNAN
AND PAUL HANNON

Factories
Pick Up,
Calming
Investors
In U.S.
American, Chinese
rebound fuels rise in
stocks, bond yields;
Europe declines

In the aftermath of a
Boeing Co. 737 MAX jet
crash in Indonesia in
October, much of the
American aviation in-
dustry—the plane maker, the FAA, U.S. air-
lines and their pilots—closed ranks to reas-
sure the public the model was safe to fly.
Even after evidence emerged implicating a

new automated flight-control system in the
Indonesia disaster, the industry message was
that pilots would be able to overcome
glitches by following common emergency
steps.
“Our pilots are trained to deal with any of

these issues,” United Continental Holdings

Inc. Chief Executive Os-
car Munoz said at a
March 7 aviation event
in Washington. “Just fly
the darn airplane—

that’s what they’re taught.”
Three days later, a 737 MAX flown by

United code-share partner Ethiopian Airlines
nose-dived into the ground after six minutes
aloft, an eerie replay of Indonesia’s Lion Air
crash.
Much remains unknown about Boeing’s in-

ternal response during the roughly five-
month window between the two crashes. But
recent congressional testimony, as well as in-
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By Andy Pasztor, Andrew Tangel
and Alison Sider

other expenses, the firm said it
made $212 billion, a figure
similar to the combined mili-
tary budgets of the 28 member
states of the European Union.
The financial information

was disclosed Monday in a
prospectus for a planned bond
sale of at least $10 billion to
help fund the acquisition of a
$69.1 billion stake in Saudi
Arabia’s national petrochemi-
cals firm. The 470-page docu-
ment provided the first look
under the hood of Aramco’s fi-
nances since the once-U.S.-run
firm was nationalized over
three decades ago and its prof-

its became state secrets.
By disclosing Aramco’s prof-

its and other detailed financial
information, some Saudi offi-
cials hope they will quell any
doubts about their determina-
tion to list Aramco publicly by
2021 in what would likely be
the biggest ever IPO. Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman, the kingdom’s day-to-
day ruler, wants to use the IPO
to raise tens of billions of dol-
lars to build futuristic new cit-
ies, diversify the kingdom’s oil-
dependent economy and fund a
host of non-oil industries like
technology, entertainment and

mining.
The 33-year-old prince first

broached the IPO in early 2016,
but concerns over disclosing
Aramco’s finances helped delay
it for years, to the point that
many bankers and Saudi offi-
cials working on the plan be-
lieved it would never happen.
“These financials have not

been open to the public. It is
an important issue and this is
probably a steppingstone to an
IPO,” said Theodore Holland, a
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DUBAI—Saudi Arabia for
the first time revealed details
to investors that show its na-
tional oil company is the
world’s most profitable busi-
ness, demonstrating that the
cloistered kingdom is willing to
undergo unprecedented scru-
tiny to tap international cash.
With $111 billion in net in-

come in 2018, Saudi Aramco,
as the firm is known, had big-
ger returns last year than Ap-
ple Inc. and Exxon Mobil Corp.
combined. Before taxes and

BY RORY JONES
AND SUMMER SAID

Aramco’s Profit Dwarfs All Others

Amazon SlicesWhole Foods Prices
Amazon.com Inc. is set to cut prices on hundreds of items at
Whole Foods stores this week, in a bid to change the chain’s high-
cost image amid intense competition among grocers. B1

Between TwoDeadly Crashes,
BoeingMoved Haltingly

It pointed a finger at foreign pilots, argued with regulators about fixes

come under scrutiny by au-
thorities conducting a criminal
investigation into the Jan. 25
collapse of a Vale mine-waste
dam. The tragedy, which killed
about 300 people, ranked as
the world’s most deadly min-
ing disaster of its kind in more
than 50 years.
Vale said Monday that its

external auditors had refused
to sign off on the 18 dams and
dikes because they adopted
more conservative models for
their analyses, not because the
structures themselves had be-
come more unstable. It said
auditors had also approved 80
of the company’s other mining
structures. Vale didn’t name
the auditing companies that
refused to issue safety certifi-
cates for the 18 structures.
Of those 18 structures, the

miner said it had cordoned off
the 10 dams and dikes that
were previously in operation.
But it said those structures
didn’t present a high enough
risk to warrant evacuating the

PleaseturntopageA9

SÃO PAULO—Vale SA’s
safety inspectors refused to
guarantee the stability of at
least 18 of its dams and dikes
in Brazil as a crisis of confi-
dence in the miner’s structures
deepens following its deadly
dam collapse in January.
Vale said Monday that it

suspended operations at 10 of
its dams and dikes in the
southeastern state of Minas
Gerais after failing to obtain
stability certificates for the
structures.
The miner’s external in-

spectors also refused to issue
safety certificates for another
eight dams in areas that Vale
has already evacuated after
deeming those structures to
be at risk.
Under Brazilian regulations,

auditing companies had until
Sunday to renew the safety
certificates of the miner’s
structures.
Safety inspectors have

BY SAMANTHA PEARSON
AND LUCIANA MAGALHAES

Vale Fails to Get Safety
Clearance in 18 Spots

� Saudi stock market is slow to
lure foreign investors......... B10

� China’s credit easing hits
limits............................................... A9

Running circles
around everyone else.
Dell Technologies is #1 in External Enterprise

Storage. Larger than the next three vendors

combined. 18+ years leading the category.

DellEMC.com/Storage

31.7%

#1

Dell EMC NetApp HPE1 IBM

12.4%
10.2%

7.4%

Source: IDCWorldwide Quarterly Enterprise Storage Systems Tracker, 4Q2018. Numbers
represent share of 2018 vendor revenue for external enterprise storage systems market. Dell
Technologies is reported as Dell, Inc. in IDC's Enterprise Storage Systems Tracker. Rankings
inclusive of sales from companies acquired by Dell Inc. 1HPE&New H3CGroup are
combined for share.
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What’s
News

� A Trump administration
employee said the White
House reversed rulings
that denied security clear-
ances for about two dozen
officials and contractors,
including two senior offi-
cials who are still working
for the administration. A6
�House Democrats threat-
ened to issue subpoenas de-
manding a complete version
of Mueller’s report, esca-
lating a political fight. A4
�Abroad disaster-aid pack-
age failed to clear proce-
dural hurdles in the Senate
amid partisan quarreling
over funding for hurricane
recovery in Puerto Rico. A2
� U.K. lawmakers failed
for a second time to find a
majority for any alterna-
tive to the Brexit deal May
negotiated with the EU. A7
�Erdogan’s party appeared
to have lost the mayoral
race in its historical bastion,
Istanbul, in a stinging set-
back for Turkey’s leader. A8
�TheU.S. is suspending de-
livery of support equipment
to Turkey for F-35 jets due
to Ankara’s pursuit of a Rus-
sian antiaircraft system. A8
� Algeria’s Bouteflika will
step down as president by the
end of his term this month,
after weeks of protests de-
manding his resignation. A8
� A Vietnamese woman
accused of assassinating
the half-brother of North
Korea’s leader pleaded
guilty to a reduced charge.A7

Manufacturing activity
in the U.S. and China

perked up in March, an an-
tidote to financial-market
fears of a coming global
recession, though pockets
of weakness remain. A1
� U.S. stocks rose and gov-
ernment bond prices fell.
The Dow added 1.3%. The
yield on the 10-year Trea-
sury note rose to 2.496%. B11
� Saudi Arabia revealed
details to investors that
show Aramco, its national
oil company, is the world’s
most profitable business. A1
� Vale’s safety inspectors
refused to guarantee the
stability of at least 18 of
the mining company’s dams
and dikes in Brazil. A1
� Shares of Lyft dropped
sharply, falling below their
IPO price on their second day
of trading on the Nasdaq. B1
� Slack has chosen the New
York Stock Exchange for the
direct listing of its shares,
expected in June or July. B1
� Qualcomm ex-Chairman
Paul Jacobs abandoned his
long-shot effort to take the
chip giant private. B1
�Facebook took down
pages and accounts it said
were spreading misleading
content or spam ahead of
elections in India. B4
� Kellogg agreed to sell
its Keebler cookie business
and other brands to Fer-
rero for $1.3 billion. B3
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An index in China showed gains in a measure of forward-looking orders. Above, employees making fashion accessories in Jiangsu province.
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ployees certified the dam as
safe, expressing worry about
losing contracts with Vale, a
major client, the investigation
found. Those employees may
face murder charges over the
disaster, legal experts said.
Vale had initially hired the

Brazilian unit of Tractebel, a
subsidiary of French energy gi-
ant Engie SA, to certify the

stability of the Brumadinho
dam in September. But after
Tractebel inspectors refused to
approve the dam because of
their concerns over its stability,
Vale hired TÜV SÜD instead,
according to court documents.
Prosecutors said they sus-

pect this type of pressure by
miners on their auditors to be
widespread in Brazil, raising

fears about the stability of
other dams belonging to Vale
and its competitors. They are
probing more than 100 high-
risk mining dams across the
country, causing panic among
local communities that depend
on those mines for their liveli-
hoods, but now fear for their
lives.
“The large majority of dams

borrow” but the supply of
credit was limited. Among the
better-performing firms, he
said, “Loan demand is weaken-
ing due to greater uncertain-
ties about the economy.”
On the surface, Beijing’s ef-

forts look impressive: Overall
credit, including bank loans
and funds raised in capital
markets, expanded by a record
5.3 trillion yuan ($789.7 billion)
in the first two months of this
year. China’s Lunar New Year
holiday, which falls on differ-
ent dates every year, can upset
monthly comparisons, so ana-

lysts often look at combined
January and February figures.
Meanwhile, the three-

month Shanghai interbank of-
fered rate, a popular gauge of
short-term funding costs, has
dropped to 2.81% from 4.73%
in January 2018.
However, banks extended

1.913 trillion yuan of new long-
term corporate loans in Janu-
ary and February, Wind data
show, about 4% less than in
the year-earlier period.
And while that sum com-

fortably exceeded the totals
for new short-term corporate

loans and bankers’ accep-
tances—another shorter-dated
lending instrument—volumes
of these shorter-dated instru-
ments leapt. That suggests a
surge in borrowing to fund fi-
nancial bets rather than busi-
ness investment.
Unusually, Premier Li Keq-

iang this year criticized the
rise of short-term funds for
potentially fueling speculation
and allowing risk to build up.
Other central banks have

faced similar dilemmas. After
the financial crisis, the Euro-
pean Central Bank failed to

SHANGHAI—Ineffective
monetary policy is hindering
Beijing’s efforts to pep up
growth, with little of the extra
cash it has pumped into the fi-
nancial system filtering into
the real economy.
China’s government is tak-

ing other measures to stimu-
late economic expansion, in-
cluding tax cuts and selective
spending on infrastructure.
Yet this stimulus is likely to be
less effective than before.
While interest rates are typ-

ically the main tool used by
central banks, China is unusual
in frequently conducting policy
by changing the sums banks
must hold in reserve relative
to deposits. The People’s Bank
of China, which isn’t indepen-
dent, does this partly because
this reserve-requirement ratio
is less politically sensitive than
altering rates.
Since January 2018, it has

undertaken five rounds of
credit easing this way, theoret-
ically freeing up hundreds of
billions of dollars for banks to
propel economic growth. Still,
banks are reluctant to lend to
struggling private companies,
many of which need fresh loans
to keep afloat. Instead, banks
have been more willing to lend
short term, often to financial
borrowers.
“Money is staying in the fi-

nancial system and not enter-
ing the real economy, as long
as profit margins in sectors
like manufacturing are thin-
ning,” said Landing Zhang,
chief executive of Shanghai as-
set-management firm CYAM-
LAN Investment.
Julian Evans-Pritchard, an

economist at Capital Econom-
ics, said there were “lots and
lots of companies willing to

BY SHEN HONG

China’s Credit Easing Hits Limits
spark a lending boom despite
pumping about €3 trillion ($3.4
trillion) into banks’ books.
A core problem is that au-

thorities are trying at once to
protect growth and cut finan-
cial risk. The second goal pre-
vents more aggressive easing,
economists say, and has also
rattled bankers.
The Chinese central bank

didn’t respond to a request to
comment.
Chinese lenders, most of

which are state-owned, have
for decades favored their pub-
lic-sector corporate peers.
While private companies gen-
erate around nine out of every
10 new jobs in the country, ac-
cording to the official Xinhua
News Agency, loans for them
are scarcer and more expen-
sive than for state companies.
Beijing’s easing has brought

down lending rates by about
0.5 percentage point for cor-
porate loans in general in the
past year, but interest rates on
one-year loans for private
firms remain elevated at 6% to
8%, according to bank officials.
State-run enterprises pay rates
much closer to the benchmark
one-year lending rate of 4.35%.
“We already have lots of

bad loans in hand and we ha-
ven’t lent to [small and me-
dium-size enterprises] for two
to three years. Our loan offi-
cers will find all kinds of ex-
cuses not to do so now as
well,” said a manager at Citic
Bank in Inner Mongolia.
Beijing has pressed its larg-

est banks to lend more to the
private sector. Industrial &
Commercial Bank of China
Ltd.’s outstanding loans to
smaller businesses rose by 18%
in 2018, for example. Still, the
country’s largest bank by mar-
ket value accounts for less
than 1% of all such loans.
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Facedwith higher bond-financing costs than those of their state-owned peers,
China’s private companies havemissed out on the country’s credit boom,
despite stimulusmeasures such as the easing of banks’ reserve requirements.

Yields on five-year corporate bonds, by rating Borrowing as a percentage of GDP, by sector

Reserve requirement for large banks*

Sources: Wind (yields); Macquarie Capital (borrowing); Refinitiv (reserve ratio)
*The amount banks must hold in reserve relative to deposits
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AA-minus
China’s equivalent of junk rating,
mostly issued by private firms
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Agrademostly held by
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BEIJING—China is clamping
down on more substances re-
lated to the deadly opioid fen-
tanyl, moving to meet a prom-
ise made to President Trump
amid U.S. and Chinese negotia-
tions to resolve the countries’
trade dispute.
Chinese regulators an-

nounced Monday a wider
range of fentanyl derivatives
would be declared controlled
substances on May 1 and laid
out steps for further enforce-
ment. The new regulations
adopt a broad definition of
“fentanyl-related substances,”
banning whole classes of
chemicals in line with U.S.
practice. The change should
make much of China’s fentanyl
production illegal, closing a
loophole in Chinese regula-
tions that U.S. officials say has
fueled an epidemic.
China previously classified

only 25 fentanyl variants and
two ingredients used to make
the drug, which U.S. officials
argued was far from enough.
Manufacturers could easily
sidestep the blacklist by
tweaking the chemicals, with
myriad possible variations.
China’s harder line on fen-

tanyl marks progress on a
priority issue for the Trump
administration and is likely
to brighten the atmosphere
for trade talks that continue
this week with a high-level
round of negotiations in
Washington.

—Chunying Zhang
contributed to this article.

BY EVA DOU

Beijing
Closes
Fentanyl
Loophole

2019. Retail sales, a measure of
purchases at stores, restaurants
and online, declined a season-
ally adjusted 0.2% in February
from a month earlier, the Com-
merce Department said Monday.
“I don’t think the tenor is

quite as bullish as it was a year
ago for consumer sentiment as
we see it. Not terrible, but not
quite as good as it was,” Lib-
erty Media Corp. CEO Greg Ma-
ffei said at a March conference.
And while the yield curve on

U.S. Treasurys is no longer in-
verted, economists said the nar-
rowing spread between long-
and short-term yields suggests
the nearly 10-year expansion
could be approaching an end.

—Austen Hufford, Liyan Qi
and Eric Sylvers

contributed to this article.

tween the U.S. and China.
“It’s going to be a bloodbath

for manufacturers in Europe
this year, and the first improve-
ment probably won’t come until
the second half of 2020,” said
Marco Bonometti, chairman of
Italian auto supplier OMR Auto-
motive and lobby group Confin-
dustria Lombardia.
In the U.S., the ISM num-

bers, along with simultaneous
reports showing better-than-ex-
pected construction spending
in February, reassured some
economists. JPMorgan revised
its running estimate for U.S.
gross-domestic-product growth
in the first quarter to 2% from
1.5% after Monday’s data.
The U.S. data weren’t uni-

formly strong. Consumer spend-
ing has been mixed early in

growth moderate, consistent
with the economy reverting
back towards its trend after
what was a pretty strong year
thanks to fiscal stimulus,” said
Sarah House, a senior econo-
mist at Wells Fargo.
At the same time, data

showed Europe’s manufacturing
sector lagging far behind in
March. The IHS Markit Purchas-
ing Managers’ Index for the eu-
rozone fell to 47.5 in March from
49.3 in February, the biggest fall
in output in nearly six years.
Global growth has appeared

to slow in recent months after a
synchronized upturn early last
year. Trade tensions hit not only
U.S. and China but also busi-
nesses in markets that supplied
them, including many in Europe.
Policy makers responded by

trying to stimulate activity, with
authorities in China cutting
taxes and lifting spending and
the Federal Reserve halting an
interest-rate-raising campaign.
The European Central Bank also
modestly eased monetary policy.
Economists are now watch-

ing to see whether those steps
clear the way for sustained
growth or whether a deeper
global downturn is building.
For now, Europe appears to

be having the most trouble re-
gaining its footing.
Germany, which relies more

heavily on exports to drive
growth than many other large
economies, saw its PMI fall in
March to the lowest level in
nearly seven years. Germany’s
Mechanical Engineering Indus-
try Association on Monday
halved its production forecast
for this year to a 1% increase,
citing the trade dispute be-

ing expansion.
“We’ve still got some juice

behind us,” said Tim Fiore, who
oversees the U.S. survey. “I don’t
think things are getting weak
based on what I’m seeing here.”
An official purchasing man-

agers index in China rebounded
strongly, too, with a pickup in a
measure of forward-looking or-
ders. China’s index rose to a
six-month high of 50.5 in March
from 49.2 in February, well
above the forecasts of many
economists. Power consump-
tion, steel output and sales of
bulldozers all rose.
Though manufacturing ac-

tivity accounts for a fraction of
gross domestic product in the
U.S., it is highly cyclical and is
seen as a bellwether for the
broader economy. The purchas-
ing manager surveys are also
timelier than official data,
which have been delayed even
more than usual this year by
the partial government shut-
down in December and January.
The Dow Jones Industrial

Average closed 329.74 points
higher, or 1.3%, to 26258.42,
while the yield on 10-year Trea-
sury notes rose 0.08 percentage
point to 2.496%. Bond yields
rise when prices fall. (See re-
lated articles on page B11.)
“We’re really just seeing

ContinuedfromPageOne

Factory
Activity
Stabilizes

have stability certificates, but
everyone is now wondering if
these certificates are reliable,”
José Adércio Leite Sampaio,
the federal prosecutor coordi-
nating the investigation, said
in an interview.
Vale said Monday’s an-

nouncement didn’t affect the
company’s latest production
guidance. Last week, Vale esti-
mated the tragedy could cut its
sales volume by as much as 75
million metric tons this year.
Marcelo Kokke, a federal

prosecutor at the Office of the
Federal Attorney General, said
companies in Brazil’s mining
industry have come under
pressure—both from society
and from government authori-
ties—to be more cautious in
the aftermath of the Bru-
madinho disaster.
The Rio de Janeiro-based

miner said early Monday that it
had failed to secure approval
for 17 of its structures, later
raising the number to 18. It
said it is working to ensure the
safety of its dams, and cooper-
ating with the authorities over

the investigation into the Jan.
25 disaster. TÜV SÜD said it is
also carrying out its own inves-
tigation into the dam’s collapse.
The Brumadinho dam col-

lapse comes three years after
another dam jointly owned by
Vale collapsed less than 100
miles away, killing 19 people.
Both dams were so-called up-
stream dams—the most wide-
spread and cheapest method
to store tailings, or mine
waste, and the most prone to
failure, according to experts.
Mining companies around

the world have scrambled to
review their own upstream
dams after Brazil’s latest trag-
edy, raising concerns that the
structures themselves are fun-
damentally flawed.
“All mining companies are

racing against time to take ac-
tion,” said Pedro Galdi, an in-
vestment analyst at Mirae As-
set brokerage in São Paulo. He
also blamed lax legislation in
Brazil for not forcing compa-
nies to take more precautions
at their dams in the Latin
America country.

surrounding regions.
Vale said it had removed

more than 900 people from
their homes near high-risk
dams as of March 21.
German certifications group

TÜV SÜD, which certified the
dam that collapsed in January
four months before the inci-
dent, is now facing possible
penalties under Brazil’s anti-
corruption law, officials told
The Wall Street Journal last
week.
An investigation in February

by the Journal found that em-
ployees of TÜV SÜD, as well as
Vale, knew for months of dan-
gerous conditions at the dam
on the outskirts of the town of
Brumadinho. Yet TÜV SÜD em-

ContinuedfromPageOne

Vale Fails
Security
Reviews

The mud-filled Paraopeba River in Brumadinho, Brazil, last month following a January dam collapse.
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TwoSpeeds
March factory activity expanded in the U.S. and China
but contracted in Germany.

Sources: Institute for Supply Management (U.S.); IHS Markit (others)
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1/4/2019 Global Growth Faces Fresh Threat as Industrial Downturn Spreads - WSJ

https://www.wsj.com/articles/factory-slowdown-adds-to-gloom-over-global-economy-11554123173?shareToken=st2b131717ad3e49bfa824c11ce7… 1/4

Factory activity in much of the world shrank last month, stirring fears that a rebound in
manufacturing in China won’t be enough to stave off a sharp slowdown in global economic
growth this year.

Fresh figures Monday showed that an industrial downturn has gripped factories in the
eurozone’s biggest countries, including Germany, the region’s economic powerhouse, as well as
major Asian exporters such as Japan and South Korea. The new data added to expectations that
central banks will continue to loosen monetary policy to combat the slowdown.

March surveys of purchasing managers at factories around the world showed a pickup in
activity in China and other regional economies with which it has close links, including
Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand.
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Industrial Downturn Spreads
Downturn has gripped factories in the eurozone as well as major Asian exporters such as Japan and
South Korea
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But even within Asia, major manufacturing economies continued to register declines in
activity, including South Korea and Taiwan, while a separate survey of Japanese businesses
pointing to weaker confidence.

And Europe’s factories continued to suffer weak demand for their exports, partly driven by
trade disputes between the U.S. and countries that supply most of its imports, including China
and the European Union.

Germany has been hit particularly hard, since it relies more heavily on exports to drive growth
than many other large economies, including the U.S. Over recent decades, it has supplied high-
end tools and equipment to China and other developing economies as they have beefed up their
own manufacturing capacity.

German industrial robot
maker Kuka AG saw 2018
orders fall 8.5% from the
year before due to a
falloff in economic
growth and a decline in
investment by clients.

The company will cut 350 jobs this year.

Germany’s Mechanical Engineering Industry Association Monday halved its production
forecast for this year to just a 1% increase, citing the trade dispute between the U.S. and China.

German auto makers have been grappling with slower demand for cars in China while also
facing difficulties at home in upgrading their models to comply with new European emissions
standards. These difficulties are now percolating down the supply chain, affecting a broad
range of smaller suppliers and services companies that depend on the industry.

The Purchasing Manufacturing Index for Germany’s manufacturing sector fell to 44.1 in March
from 44.7 in February, the lowest level in nearly seven years. A reading below 50.0 indicates a
decline.

Earlier in March, the independent Ifo economics institute in Munich cut its 2019 economic
growth forecast for Germany to 0.6% from 1.1%, as manufacturing “will largely fail to act as an
economic engine in 2019,” said Timo Wollmershäuser, an economist at Ifo.

Germany’s woes have had a ripple effect across Europe, with the overall eurozone index
declining for the eighth month.

MORE

Analysis: Avoid Catching China’s Spring Fever (April 1, 2019)

Germany’s Sharp Slowdown Fans Fears That China Woes Are Spreading (Jan. 15, 2019)

U.S. Factory Activity Decelerates Sharply Amid Global Slowdown (Jan. 3, 2019)

“ It’s going to be a bloodbath for manufacturers in Europe this year and the first
improvement probably won’t come until the second half of 2020. ”

—Marco Bonometti, chairman of Italian auto supplier OMR Automotive
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“It’s going to be a bloodbath for manufacturers in Europe this year and the first improvement
probably won’t come until the second half of 2020,” said Marco Bonometti, chairman of Italian
auto supplier OMR Automotive and lobby group Confindustria Lombardia.

A similar survey to be released later Monday is expected to show that while still growing at a
relatively robust pace, manufacturing activity in the U.S. is also showing signs of cooling.

An official gauge of activity in China’s crucial manufacturing sector rebounded strongly in
March. Known as the Caixan PMI after its sponsors, the measure rose to 50.8 from 49.9 in
February, pointing to an increase in factory activity for the first time since November.

Many economists attributed the gains to the waves of support measures Beijing has rolled out
over the past half-year or so—from hectoring banks to lend to the private sector to tax cuts and
more infrastructure spending.

They caution that the change is tenuous. Demand for exports, new cars and new homes—
critical sectors all—remains anemic.

At a building materials supply center in the south of Beijing, customers were scarce on a recent
weekday. He Shengmiao, a sales manager, played with his phone inside his shop, which sells
doors, made from aluminum, cedar and other materials for $100 to $300 per piece. He had no
clients.

“For us, it’s just getting harder and harder each year. It’s not just the property downturn. It’s
everything,” Mr. He said, citing a clampdown on polluting factories, rising costs and “just not
enough demand.”

Some are skeptical about the higher PMI reading for March, seeing it as part of the normal
seasonal recovery that happens after the long Lunar New Year holiday, whose dates shift from
year to year between January and February.

This year, said Leon Gong, a business manager at a sports gear manufacturer in the southern
city of Guangzhou, his company isn’t seeing that usual pickup in orders.

Even if China’s manufacturing sector rebounds further, it may take some time for that revival to
spread beyond its borders.

Indeed, Japan’s central bank recorded a further worsening of sentiment in the three months
through March. Chief among their concerns are trade tensions.

“Even if trade negotiations between the U.S. and China come to a settlement, it is highly
possible that Japan becomes the U.S.’s next target,” said Tsuyoshi Ueno, an economist at NLI
Research Institute.

Economists worry that the longer manufacturing is in the dumps, the greater the risk its
weakness spreads to other parts of the global economy that have so far remained robust, such
as the services sector.
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In some services with close ties to
manufacturing, the damage is already apparent.

Airfreight carriers in Asia-Pacific, which account
for more than a third of global airfreight, saw an
11.9% drop in demand during February compared
with the year-ago period, according to the
International Air Transport Association, which
expects weakness in air cargo markets to
continue.

Citi’s economists on Monday cut their global
growth forecast for this year to 2.8% from 2.9%,
compared with 3.2% in 2018, and warned the
expansion could be even weaker if fragile

confidence lessens the impact of stimulus measures in China and Europe.

—Liyan Qi and Lin Zhu in Beijing, Nina Adam in Frankfurt, Megumi Fujikawa in Tokyo, Eric
Sylvers in Milan and Robert Wall in London contributed to this article
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